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LUCAS PROKOPIAK AND PHILIPPE VIDEAU

FUSION CUISINE!

CHOCOLATE USUALLY DOESN’T LAST—IT GETS EATEN AS SOON AS IT’S SET 
OUT OR SIMPLY MELTS AWAY WITH THE SUN, ONLY TO BE STEPPED ON WITH 
SOMEONE YELLING OBSCENITIES HERE AND THERE AT THE FACT THAT HE

JUST STEPPED IN SOMETHING BROWN. WHILE CHOCOLATE MAYBE DOESN’T
LAST, IT’S BEEN WITH US FOR AGES, CENTURIES, MILLENNIA, ESSENTIALLY
ANY TIME PERIOD RELATABLE TO THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE—AND IT’S BEEN
A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THAT EXPERIENCE, WHETHER DURING VALENTINE’S
DAY HIGHS AND LOWS (CHOCOLATE IS THE BEST CONSOLER) OR AS THE 
THEME FOR ONE OF THE BEST SPONGEBOB EPISODES KNOWN TO MAN.



To directly mill your chocolate, here’s the
basic workflow you’ll follow . . . 

* If using the Fusion add-in, then skip steps 2 and 3.
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FUSION CAM
Create your chocolate
bar design in Fusion

If Fusion isn’t open, then launch
the program (it’s got a big orange
“F” icon if you’re having trouble
finding it in the mess of software
that is our computers).

         Select a preset sketch (e.g.,
         “Autodesk, Make Anything”
or the X Summit logo).
A

         To the far left of the menu
         bar, change from the “model”
to the “CAM” environment.
A

Generate toolpaths
in Fusion using CAM

With the sketch we’ve created,
we’re interested in setting up the
toolpath (i.e., the journey the tool
takes to cut your stock) so that
the Handibot knows what to do
and machines your model the way
you’ve designed it. Grab Lucas or
me for this step so we can explain
some of the intricacies and
different options available. Here’s
the gist of what we’re doing.

Post-process and
transfer the data

         In the “CAM” environment,
         right-click on the desired
toolpath and click “Post Process.”
Save the document.

A

         We use the “trace” toolpath
         to engrave your sketch. We’ve
already set up many of the milling
features, such as cut depth and
feed rate, but we’re happy to get
into the nitty-gritty details.

B

         Simulate the toolpath to
         ensure it mills what you expect.C

         Pan to the FabMo tab and
         click on “Editor” on the left-
hand side. Highlight the old lines
of code by clicking “ctrl + a” and
then press “ctrl + v” to replce it
with your new g-code

C

         Once saved, the document
         opens and shows the g-
code, a language of numeric
commands that tells the Handibot
what and how to mill your part. 
Copy the entire file by clicking
“ctrl + a” and then “ctrl + c”

B

         Load your chocolate if you
         haven’t eaten it already
(otherwise you’ll be machining
air), into the fixture.

A

The proper end mill (this is the
tool we’ll be using) has already
been loaded and the Handibot
already calibrated. We’re happy
to show you how this is done!

Set up CNC machine
and load tool/stock
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Before clicking the green arrow 
button or submitting the job, let
Lucas or me know that you’re
ready to machine your part. We
just want to make sure we don’t
plunge the tool directly into the
table (yes, we’ve done it before :P)

Mill stock to create 
your chocolate design

         Click the “submit job 
         immediately” and hum Willy
Wonka’s “Pure Imagination” song
while your chocolate creation
comes alive.

A
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FUSION CAM
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            Eat the chocolate and
            repeat the steps until 
happiness is achieved


